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Of course, an updated manual is still a manual, and a manual cannot always correctly cover all possible 

cases: for example, there can always be an additional problem with those vomiting late power-cut exam 

candidates. Similarly, a customer service manual for identifying claimers that has a false negative rate low 

enough to reliably protect staff will inevitably have a non-zero false positive rate (that is, some customers whose 

complaint should be heard will be treated as claimers), while a manual that aims to have no false positives by 

requiring staff to giving even loud and upset customers the benefit of the doubt will have a non-zero false 

negative rate, leaving staff vulnerable to harassment. So, while updating manuals can be important, ultimately 

what is required is some facility to operate outside the manual in cases that the manual does not handle 

appropriately.  

While these cases or how to identify them may generally not be specifiable in advance, people are often 

capable of identifying when a manual is insufficient. The salesperson facing weekly abuse can identify that 

following the manual is harming them and probably not helping the company. Hiring managers can identify that 

following the manual dictates a gender pay gap that doesn’t fit well with current culture or stated policy. Doctors 

destroying vaccines can identify that following the manual is in tension with their wider goals of helping people. 

An exam invigilator can look over a group of delayed candidates vomiting in a suddenly dark room and decide 

to pause the exam and call for guidance. The problem, then, is not so much that the manual does not correctly 

cover all cases (that’s practically impossible), as that people who believe they’re encountering a problem case 

feel unable to operate outside it. 

There is of course a tension between needing people to usually follow a manual (guaranteeing that 

invigilators, salespeople, hiring managers and doctors aim for consistent service even when tired, or dealing with 

people they may personally like or dislike, reducing discrimination, nepotism, and so on) while also making 

room for them to operate outside it when needed. There is, I think, a useful parallel with traffic laws: these are 

high stakes, and we very much need people to usually follow them. Nonetheless, we can easily imagine problem 

cases where we should break the laws – for example, where you should speed to get your busload of children 

away from a lava flow, or cause minor property damage to stop your runaway truck. I’ve crossed centre lines (to 

skirt fallen boulders), driven an unwarranted vehicle (to a warrant station), driven through red lights (broken and 

never changing), failed to stop after striking an animal (rabbit on a highway) and deliberately parked to block a 

road (at a complex accident scene). As I write, I can see four heavy vehicles (delivery trucks and a small crane) 

that are breaking parking or traffic rules – all ignored by the regular police and community patrols, as these jobs 

must be done and there’s no other practical way to do them. Presumably, we are able to make judgements about 

when traffic laws should be broken because we are aware of (1) the core purpose of the traffic manual (keeping 

people safe on the roads while allowing traffic to move), and (2) various cases in which the normal rules are 

rightfully not followed (by emergency services, on the instructions of a police officer, and regularly in fiction as 

we watch action screen heroes break traffic rules in the service of a greater good).  
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